Nacra Sailing & Performance Sails
Our head offices are based in The Netherlands.
You can visit us online at the below url or even
better. Visit us in real time so we can tell you
all about our exciting program of catamarans.
You are more than welcome to come over and
share your thoughts on sailing cats. You can
find us at the address below.
Hellingweg 110-116
2583 DX Scheveningen
The Netherlands
Office: +31 (0) 70 338 2900
Fax:
+31 (0) 70 338 2901
Email: info@nacrasailing.com
Graphic design: Laurens Morel • www.morelstudio.nl
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Like other NACRA catamarans, the

The NACRA 500 is the ideal family craft

design team have given sailors simplicity,

for those who want simplicity and

quality and performance in one small

performance, the large buoyant hulls

catamaran. There’s nothing standard about

enables you to drive her across the waves

this craft.

in ease in most conditions.
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The MNX mainsail gives real power for a
smaller catamaran and the Dacron jib will give
years of life to this wonderful little catamaran.
The jib is sheeted to the front beam allowing
space on the trampoline. Sails are made by
Performance Sails, one of the worlds leading
sail makers, so you know that they are
prepared just for you.
The 460 is a tough lightweight catamaran that
will give the whole family years of fun, she is
the smallest NACRA in size but with a large
character and where thousands of families
will start their sailing careers, whether that be
just one member gliding across the waves or
more using the trapeze to gain the full benefit
of the hidden treasures of the NACRA 460.

Large trampoline area means that you have
real space and as it is tensioned it provides
a real platform. Trampoline, like all other
NACRA’s is of mesh polypropylene allowing
the water to quickly drain through keeping
sailors as dry as possible. The Performance
Sails main is made modern MNX material
giving a good looking smart appearance and
the jib is Dacron, giving long life strength and
performance.
The NACRA 460 is also available with Sports
package which includes the MNX sports jib
spinnaker kit.

Boat length
Boat width
Mast length
Area mainsail
Area jib
Area spi

4.50 m/14.9 ft
2.35 m/7.7 ft
7.77 m/25.5 ft
12.3 m2/132.4 sqft
2.88 m2/31 sqft
15 m2/161.5 sqft

The 500 provides high performance
recreational sailing at an affordable price, local
Club racing, where she has been called the
“pocket rocket” by the catamaran fraternity
for years. The NACRA 500 is simple, but great
design means that she is just quicker than she
should be!
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Just look at the clean hull lines, note how the
beams are recessed into the hulls, yielding
greater rigidity to the platform. See the level
of buoyancy in the hulls meaning you stay as
close to “on top” of the water as possible.
Note that NACRA build in the sure footed
non-slip on the side of the hulls making
trapezing even easier and safer. NACRA
kick-up rudders are just the same delightful
mechanism as the bigger boats, making
launching and recovery truly “plain sailing”.

The perfect craft that is used within sailing
schools, clubs, rental facilities but also private
families who love to go for a blast with each
other. Easy to trailer, can be roof topped
on any car to make unforgettable times in
holidays. Easy way to be having the time of
your life, simple, fun and exciting!

Boat length
Boat width
Mast length
Area mainsail
Area jib
Area spi

5.0 m/16.4 ft
2.44 m/8 ft
8.23 m/27 ft
14.15 m2/152.3 sqft
3.52 m2/37.9 sqft
17 m2/183 sqft

Big fast catamarans are often too

Since 1975 NACRA has always been about empowering sailors. Getting the

complicated and take hours to prepare

best out of yourself and your team with NACRA supplying the equipment.

on the beach. Not the 570, she is simple,

Reaching new heights and pushing your boundaries. That’s NACRA SAILING!

fast, graceful and has thrilled sailors for
many years.

NACRA & PERFORMANCE SAILS are based in The Netherlands. Nacra has
been originally founded in 1975 and draws it’s knowledge therefore from a long

The 570 is the largest skeg hulled catamaran
made today, like all other NACRA’s, the 570
is built with polyester sandwich foam giving
the hulls real stiffness and strength. She
has real volume in front of the beams and
so doesn’t suffer the potential catamaran
problem of “nose diving”. The 570 will carry
two crew comfortably and even three when
cruising.

history of building and supplying catamarans to the world of sailing.

powered by
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The Dacron jib is sheeted to the front beams
giving a large spacious trampoline area where
the platform is firm and clear of all blocks and
lines. The main is built from MNX providing
a hard long wearing material that holds the
sail shape providing a real power unit. Kick
up rudders allowing for easy launching and
recovery and are operated with real ease.
Double trapeze is needed in the upwind when
the breeze is up to hold the power of the 570.
The perfect craft that is used within sailing
schools, clubs, rental facilities but also private
families who love to go for a blast with each
other. The Nacra 570 carries easily three
persons which means an instructor plus two
adults. Easy to trailer, to make unforgettable
times in holidays. Easy way to be having the
time of your life, simple, fun and exciting!

Boat length
Boat width
Mast length
Area mainsail
Area jib
Area spi

5.65 m/18.5 ft
2.44 m/8 ft
9.15 m/30 ft
16.55 m2/178.15 sqft
4.55 m2/49.9 sqft
21 m2/226 sqft

sport
sport

sport
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school
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fun
fun

Simplicity
Quality
performance

fun

www.nacrasailing.com
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For further details see
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Sport configurations.
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series are available in Fun, School and

school

Nacra catamarans in the 460, 500 and 570

